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Rhode Island:

Information science degree from the University of
Rhode Island, earned the Master of Library and
Information Science degree from Simmons College in

degree in library science from Simmons College in

a Master's degree in Library Sciences. Worked at

the library at Simmons College, where she

worked in the Library since 1994. In 1994,

became a part-time Reference Librarian.

Promotions and Graduates

Promotions and Graduates

Rhode Island Lawyers Weekly and Lawyers

Rhode Island Lawyers Weekly and Lawyers

Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly, Providence

Reporters and Editors, Providence, Rhode

Island, New York, New York, New York

New York Law Journal, National Law Journal,

Law and Technology, Legal Intelligence,

Rhode Island Bar Journal.

The following magazines and newspapers

are suggested reading for additional information

College: Connellville-Penn is the new Carla James Library: Rhode Island College, Simmons Library, and Providence College Library. The library is now located on the campus of the Rhode Island College. Since then, we have been able to expand the library's collection and improve its services.

Two new libraries have been added to the system. The first one is the new Nancy D. Greene Library, located on the campus of the University of Rhode Island. The second is the new Alice H. Bailey Library, located on the campus of the University of Connecticut.

The libraries are now open for business and are ready to serve the needs of the students and faculty.
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